VALUE ADDED SERVICES
MACHINING
JIT Components offers the value-added service of Machining. Machining enables the customer to meet their
customized enclosure needs by specifying specially shaped holes and slots to be cut in any of JIT
Components enclosure systems, without tooling. Machining operations are performed on a state-of-the-art
CNC milling machine.
The Machining service enables customers to design their products to standard housings and enclosures with
confidence that switches, connectors, displays, and the like can be designed to go through the housing
surfaces without the costly investment and delay associated with “cutting metal” for punches or molds. The
desired openings can be defined to any desired shape rapidly. Squares and rectangles can be accommodated
just as easily as circles. With the ability to customize the hole, such items as key-guides can be part of the
hole if desired.
The customer would provide JIT Components with specifications on hole shape and dimensions along with
positioning dimensions. JIT Components would then develop a CNC program based on this information. This
program would then be used to drive a numerical controlled milling machine to cut the holes.
This Machining service may require a one-time engineering fee to develop any special fixtures or jigs that are
required. There is also a setup charge for each run to cover putting the fixture in the machine and setting up to
cut the part. Finally there is a charge per piece for each housing or enclosure that is machined.

PRINTING
JIT Components offers the value-added service of Printing. Printing allows the customer to put his company
logo along with other pertinent company and product information on any of JIT Components enclosure
systems. Pad printing and screen printing are the types offered by JIT Components.
All products on the market today are decorated in one way or another. A company must put its name and
address on the product as well as product identification and information. JIT Components offers the customer
an alternative to high cost labels. A customer can print as many colors on as many sides of any enclosure that
he desires. Printing eliminates the worry of crooked, misplaced labels. The printed product looks exactly like
you designed it.
The customer would provide JIT Components with film, right reading emulsion down, or artwork. Artwork can
either be hard copy or computer generated file. If desired the customer can have JIT Components develop the
artwork for them at an additional charge. In this case, all artwork and film output will be submitted to the
customer for approval before making plates.
Printing requires a one-time engineering fee to cover plate charges and any special fixtures or jigs that need to
be made. There will also be a recurring setup fee for every run of the job to cover putting the print job on the
machine and setting up to print the part. Finally there is a charge per piece for each housing or enclosure that
is printed.

JIT Components
now provides

Labels
All electronic products on the market today are decorated in one way or another. A company may be required
put its name and address on the product as well as product identification and technical information. If you
prefer labels instead of having your enclosure printed, JIT Components can now produce your labels for use
on our enclosures.
Only the highest quality materials, adhesives and laminates are used. We have no minimum orders and can
assist you in developing labels for your prototype projects as well as for your existing products. Lexan,
aluminum, vinyls and mylars are some of the many materials that can be printed on. Adhesives can be custom
applied to best suit your needs. We also offer in-house art department and die-cutting capabilities.
Have you ever needed just a few labels for a trade show, photo shoot or just to see how your product is going
to look? Did your printer tell you that they could not help you or that it would be extremely expensive? Not
anymore! JIT Components offers prototype and small quantity labels at reasonable prices.
JIT Components offers you the capability of having your enclosures completely ready for your components
when you receive them. When you purchase your enclosures from JIT, we can machine any size or shape
opening in any enclosure. In addition we can pad print or screen print your enclosure or print your labels for
you. We will even put your labels on the enclosures for you, if you desire, to make them ready for your PCBs
and components.
For more information, please contact:

JIT Components
10930 Endeavour Way, Unit A
Seminole, FL 33777
Phone: (727) 544-9050
Fax: (727) 544-9273
E-Mail: service@jit-components.com

